
B&D
Industrial

Custom Material 
Handling Solutions

The Best Accessories

Custom Creations

Industry Designs

The needs of specific industries have guided B&D to produce 
some of the boldest and most useful designs in the US.



Bulk material handling is about moving large quantities of dry-type material safely and 
efficiently from one location to the next step of the process. B&D started in the mining 
industry with several well-known mills being our first customers in 1947. Our designs, 
born in Georgia, have been installed all over North America, transporting sand, gravel, 
stone, minerals, ores, wood chips, and cotton. 

Because these systems are the critical backbone of operations, companies need to 
partner with someone local like B&D with the resident experience, knowledge, and 
skills to design and deploy solutions. B&D offers full-service and goes far beyond just 
designing and planning new systems; we repair and upgrade existing vintage or 
under-performing equipment.
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ABOUT US
70+ Years of Material Handling Solutions

• Screw Conveyors
• Drag Conveyors
• Stackers
• Hoppers
• Belt Conveyors

• Bucket Elevators
• IIOT/Monitoring
• Safety Solutions
• Motors & VFDs
• Automation

• Rotary locks
• Dumpers
• Reclaimers
• Loaders
• Diverters
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#Key Partners
We only work with the best in our designs
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#Key Solution - Screw Conveyors
Standard and Custom Designs - CEMA and Beyond

Screw conveyors are as old as Archimedes; however, there is not 
a great deal of information out there. The reason being is that 
thousands of configurations and applications too numerous to list 
exist as possible solutions. That is where we can help. Our designs 
start with the following features and our experience provides the 
rest:
◊ Maximum Utility
◊ Best quality and components
◊ Only as complex as the application requires
◊ Ease of interaction with the rest of the system
◊ Low Maintenance
◊ Good Documentation

Industry Materials

Sand, Gravel, Stone, Minerals, 
Ores, Wood chips, Cotton, Ash, 

Pellets, just to name a few

We have a real We have a real 
demo unit to test demo unit to test 
your material and your material and 

concepts concepts 
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#Key Solution - Bucket Elevators
Continuous and Centrifugal Designs
Bucket  elevators are often thought of as just mechanical from a 
design perspective, however there are three parts to the design:
1.) Mechanical designs by B&D Experts in consultation with major 
material handling manufacturers
2.) Sensors  for supervision of belt alignment, belt slippage, 
bearings, and safety
3.) B&D Lab tested VFDs and motor controls made for Elevators

You have shown me what a strong 
partner and persistent employees can 

do. I am proud to say that B&D has 
our back. Thank you again for your 
hard work and determination from 
start to finish to get the job done 

right. Thank you,
Dan R.

Here we go again.  You are so fast 
with your response that I had to go 
get my inhaler, so I could catch my 

breath. Have a great day.
Keith P.

Thanks for all your help! Is your 
nickname “Superstar”! If it is not it 
should be. It takes talented people 

like you to get something almost im-
possible “POSSIBLE” 

Kevin N.

I just wanted to you guys know in the 
last three months that I have taken 
over as Logistic Support for Main-
tenance -- You have done a great 

job with competitive pricing, quick 
response time, and awesome atti-

tudes no matter the task. I appreciate 
everything you guys do for us and 

look forward to continuing to work 
with you in the future. 

Justin A.
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#Key Solution - Bucket Elevators
We are not your normal distributor
Sensor and Controls:
1. Bearing Temperatures
2. Speed Switches
3. Belt Alignment
4. Customized  sensors based on the application 

including remote monitoring
5. Safety system design to be compatible with plant 

requirements
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Motor Controls:

Features:
• Powder-coated N4/12 enclosure
• External Advanced keypad
• Already programmed (Program 90)
• Lockable rotary disconnect and handle
• MSP/breaker protection 
• SPD & 5% Line Reactor
• 250VA over-sized control transformer
• Filter fan(s) on larger models
• Hand-off-auto (HOA)
• Run and fault pilot lights
• Submarine Duty Speed Pot
• 120VAC interposing relay control
• UL508A & Drawings
• Fuseless design
• Two-year Warranty
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#Key Solution - Belt Conveyors
Useful and Robust Designs

The troughed conveyor is one of the most 
used pieces of material handling equipment 
in today’s operations. These troughed 
conveyors can handle any application and 
type of material from 12” to 60” wide with 
a capacity of upwards to 1,000 TPH.  The 
troughed conveyors usually comprise 
conveyor belting riding on heavy-duty 
troughed idlers, each securely mounted on a 
steel structural frame. The design can have 
various options with up to 45 degrees of 
incline.
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#Key Solution - Drag & Other Designs
Drag Conveyors
B&D offers complete designs of Flat Bottom Drags to handle capacities 
up to 31,876 CFH. The plans extend towards of over 660 feet with 
features including the construction of heavy-duty formed channel 
sides and bolted bottoms with covers. The replaceable rail return 
system is designed with a rail liner when wear is a concern. The designs 
are especially suited for handling free-flowing material as well as 
tougher substances with requirements of forged chains and advanced 
wear considerations. 

With our coverage of the 
Southeast, we service many 

industries and have for many 
years. Our folks understand 
mining, lumber, cotton, pa-

per, and other industries 
requiring heavy duty equip-
ment that moves product 

and materials. Let us help you 
decide what options are avail-

able to solve your problems 
and come up with solutions

Other Types of Conveyors

www.bdindustrial.com
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#Installation and Controls
Merging Mechanical and Automation
Once the overarching material handling plan is agreed upon – the next 
natural steps are:

◊ Demolition of the old equipment

◊ Installation of the new equipment

◊ Integrated design – using the existing PLC/DCS and system

◊ Stand-alone design – adding the controls to operate the system

◊ Training and Documentation

We can create complete solutions from start to finish.

Designed, Engineered, and Built at the 
Design Build Laboratory in Norcross, GA


